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(54) SCANNER VIS

(57) The invention relates to a method for registering
two or more three-dimensional (3D) point clouds with the
steps: with a surveying instrument, obtaining a first 3D
point cloud of a first setting at a first position, initiating a
first Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM)
process by capturing first initial image data at the first
position with a camera unit comprised by the surveying
instrument, wherein the first initial image data and the
first 3D point cloud share a first overlap, finalising the first

SLAM process at the second position by capturing first
final image data with the camera unit, wherein the first
final image data are comprised by the first image data,
with the surveying instrument, obtaining a second 3D
point cloud of a second setting at the second position,
and based on the first SLAM process, registering the first
3D point cloud and the second 3D point cloud relative to
each other.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method ac-
cording to claim 1 and to a surveying instrument accord-
ing to claim 15.
[0002] Laser scanning is used to survey many different
settings such as construction sites, historical buildings,
industrial facilities or any other applicable setting. Such
sceneries (settings) are commonly surveyed with 3D la-
ser scanners with use of the time-of-flight (TOF) meas-
uring method in order to sample a cloud of 3D points
within a coordinate system. Additionally, a camera may
be associated with a laser scanner and may be config-
ured to capture images associated with the setting being
scanned.
[0003] An exemplary workflow with a laser scanner
comprises scanning an entire object or the interior of a
building by acquiring multiple point clouds from different
positions. The multiple scans are acquired independently
and have to be registered to obtain an overall consistent
representation. A registration of the multiple point clouds
is done commonly by matching corresponding targets
within the scans and thereof computing the registration
transformation, or by directly minimizing the distance be-
tween the overlapping regions of the scans by an opti-
misation method, e.g. iterative closest point (ICP) meth-
od.
[0004] Both matching the corresponding targets on the
one hand and minimizing the distance between the over-
lapping regions on the other hand have their drawbacks.
The first method requires the one-to-one correspond-
ence between registration targets, where the targets can
be artificial, e.g. special reflective registration markers or
spheres; or natural objects like landmarks, edges or cor-
ners, which are visible from different scan stations.
[0005] Setting up artificial targets is a challenging and
time consuming task, because it requires planning of the
arrangement and installing of these targets in order to
fulfil visibility constraints (at least three markers should
be visible from each setup). Using natural object targets
simplifies the workflow, because no installation of targets
is needed, but still requires planning in order to fulfil vis-
ibility constraints. The second method requires substan-
tial and sufficiently structured overlap of the scans to find
the global minimum of the registration optimisation.
Moreover, to achieve convergence in this iterative proc-
ess a good initial guess is necessary.
[0006] Thus, both methods may require advanced
knowledge and experience, are time consuming and of-
ten result in more scan acquisitions than actually neces-
sary. In addition, the registration may not be readily avail-
able in the field, because it is too time consuming or com-
plex to perform it on the fly, especially if tens or hundreds
of point clouds are acquired and registered.
[0007] Scanners known from prior art are using sen-
sors such as 2D laser profilers, inertial measurement
units (IMU), or digital compasses in order to estimate a
rough initial translation and rotation between the setup

positions.
[0008] However, IMU sensors quickly accumulate a
drift which limits the distance between two setups. A dig-
ital compass may give wrong results in case of disturbing
magnetic fields from electrical equipment. 2D profilers
work well only if the displacement is taking place within
a plane.
[0009] So these sensors have significant limitations in
automating the registration of laser scans and often work
only under specific conditions.
[0010] In EP 2 998 778, a method of combining image
data with point clouds is disclosed. In this application, a
surveying instrument has internal camera units with
which images are recorded during the movement of the
instrument between setups. As a result, such process
provides an initial "guess" for relative translation and ro-
tation between the setups. Using the "guess" as a starting
point, an automatic registration is then processed. Even
though an initial guess is available, the subsequent au-
tomatic registration can fail, e.g. if the whole overlapping
region between scans is represented by a planar scene.
In this case, there is an ambiguity in translation relative
to this plane. Another drawback of this approach is that
only visual information is used. The information can be
processed robustly only up to a certain degree of given
limited computational power. Fast rotations or quick
scene changes during the movement can break the tra-
jectory reconstruction from the images. Therefore, the
handling of the instrument is limited.
[0011] EP 3 086 283 proposes a method of combining
a laser-based point cloud measured with a surveying in-
strument, e.g. a terrestrial laser scanner or a total station,
with an image-based point cloud resulting from image
data captured with an external camera unit in order to fill
gaps or to acquire details in higher resolution. This meth-
od is limited by a necessary overlap between a laser scan
and some images from the external camera unit.
[0012] In US 2015/160342, a method of using image
data to find correspondences between point clouds is
disclosed. A laser scanner is equipped with cameras and
images are recorded during the movement of the instru-
ment between setups. Landmarks in the images are
matched throughout the sequence and used to find cor-
respondence between the scans. Given these corre-
spondences, the registration can be done automatically.
One disadvantage of this method is that it needs a visual
correspondence between first and second setup, i.e. a
sufficient number of corresponding features have to be
seen at both setups. The method also requires smooth
handling, because it is based on visual information only.
[0013] In DE 10 2013 110 581, a method of using IMU
data to measure the displacement between two scan set-
ups is disclosed, where the displacement is used for reg-
istering the scans. The drawback of this method is that
the displacement is based on inertial measurements,
which are affected by drift.
[0014] In addition, solutions known from prior art, in
particular the ones using visual methods, generally can
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reconstruct the scale of the trajectory and environment
only poorly or not at all. As well, inertial information pro-
vides only estimation for scale with a relatively low accu-
racy.
[0015] It is therefore an object of the present invention
to provide an improved method and device, in particular
allowing for a more precise and robust calculation of the
registration of two or more point clouds.
[0016] This improvement is achieved by the method
according to claim 1 and/or the claims depending on
claim 1, and by the surveying instrument according to
claim 15.
[0017] The present invention proposes the combina-
tion of a laser scanner and a camera unit (and particularly
an IMU), wherein at least one laser scan is used for ini-
tializing an SfM or SLAM point cloud of the environment
in order to achieve a very precise scale, in particular for
resection, i.e. determination of camera poses along the
trajectory, for forward intersection, i.e. determination of
3D points along the trajectory, and for a bundle-adjust-
ment, i.e. global optimisation minimizing the reprojection
error in a typical SfM approach. The same initialization
can be used in any other SfM or SLAM process being a
stochastic filtering or a non-linear optimization approach.
[0018] An automatic registration of a plurality of laser
scanned 3D point clouds provides an overall consistent
representation. It does not, however, guarantee com-
pleteness.
[0019] Missing parts in the overall point cloud may be
covered by taking images with an external camera unit,
reconstructing a dense point cloud with the images and
registering the point cloud with at least one point cloud
captured by the surveying instrument.
[0020] The present invention proposes a new solution
which overcomes the limitation of necessary overlap be-
tween a laser scan and some images from an external
camera unit. It is a solution for a registration problem of
a point cloud generated from images relative to a point
cloud from the surveying instrument. The solution is
based on correspondences between images recorded
by an internal camera unit during the movement of the
instrument between stations, and 3D points captured by
the surveying instruments, and in particular also between
the aforementioned and images from an external camera
unit.
[0021] In order to generate a point cloud of an object,
the object can be scanned with a laser scanner or a total
station. The surveying instrument needs to have direct
line-of-sight to the object points to measure. The survey-
ing instrument is set up at different positions, where direct
line-of-sight is given, to acquire a point cloud of the entire
object. Every new setup of the surveying instrument
takes time and reduces the productivity of the user. In
order to transform all laser scans to the same coordinate
system, a registration procedure is performed.
[0022] This invention addresses the problem of fully
automatic registration. The proposed solution comprises
laser scanning from different surveying instrument posi-

tions and recording a plurality of images or a video during
the movement of the surveying instrument between these
positions. The images, in addition to other sensory infor-
mation, are used to reconstruct the trajectory of the sur-
veying instrument as well as a sparse representation of
the environment. This reconstruction may then be used
to register the laser scans in a common coordinate sys-
tem. In addition, the reconstruction in combination with
the laser scans may be used within the same optimisation
procedure (e.g. bundle adjustment or iterative-closest
point) to merge reconstruction and laser scans to a total
point cloud. The total point cloud should be consistent
with both laser scans and image data which make the
registration solution more reliable and accurate.
[0023] Preferably, the reconstruction of the trajectory
and the environment with means of the sensory informa-
tion is done during the movement of the surveying instru-
ment and with such accuracy that no or little registration
effort is necessary for visualization and annotation of the
laser scans in the field or point cloud post-processing in
the office. Furthermore, the robustness of the reconstruc-
tion enables an almost unrestricted handling of the sur-
veying device, e.g. picking up the surveying device and
carrying it upstairs and downstairs in a building, or at-
taching the surveying instrument to an unmanned vehi-
cle, such as a flying drone or mobile robot, in order to
transport it to a different place. Accuracy and robustness
are achieved by uniquely combining visual and inertial
information in a real-time sensor fusion procedure known
as structure-from-motion (SfM) or simultaneous localiza-
tion and mapping (SLAM).
[0024] During laser scanning some parts of the scene
that have been planned to be covered may be missed
out in the resulting over-all point cloud. In this case, a
new instrument setup location is needed from which the
missed scene part can be surveyed. Alternatively, addi-
tional images may be taken by the internal camera unit
or an external camera unit. A new point cloud is computed
from captured images and merged together with a point
cloud recorded by the surveying instrument or the result-
ing over-all point cloud. Generation of a 3D point cloud
of missing parts may be done using dense matching tech-
niques, e.g. a semi-global matching (SGM) algorithm.
According to the present invention, a novel solution for
the registration problem of a point cloud generated from
images recorded by camera unit relative to a point cloud
from the surveying instrument is suggested. Said point
cloud from the surveying instrument, in turn, is based on
the correspondences between images recorded by inter-
nal cameras during the movement of the instrument from
a first to a second setup location, and 3D points recorded
by a surveying instrument.
[0025] The invention relates to surveying instruments,
like 3D scanners or total stations, which are equipped
with a scanning unit, one or more cameras with sufficient-
ly large field-of-view, gyroscopes and a processing unit.
Before being moved from a first scan station to a next
scanning station, with means of its components, the sur-
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veying instrument is acquiring an initial 3D dense point
cloud, deriving an initial set of 2D feature locations from
images captured by an internal camera unit, deriving an
initial 3D sparse point cloud from the initial 3D dense
point cloud, and initializing the reconstruction with initial
3D sparse point cloud.
[0026] While being moved from the first scan station
to the next scan station, with means of its components,
the surveying instrument is acquiring a set of images and
angular rate data, estimating the angular displacement
from angular rate data, extracting and tracking 2D fea-
tures locations in the image data, and using at least the
2D feature locations and angular displacements in a sto-
chastic filtering (e.g. Kalman filter) or in a non-linear op-
timisation in order to reconstruct the sparse 3D point
cloud and to estimate the pose of the scanner.
[0027] When arrived and stopped at the next scan sta-
tion, with means of its components, the surveying instru-
ment is computing a delta pose from the first to the second
scan station, and acquiring a 3D dense point cloud at the
second scan station, where the second point cloud
shares the same coordinate system as the first point
cloud, given the delta pose.
[0028] Additionally, the following aspects may further
characterize the method:

• predicting 2D feature locations using the estimated
angular displacement (e.g. based on gyroscope
readings),

• refining 2D feature locations based on local patch
optimisation (e.g. as done by Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
(KLT) feature trackers),

• matching 2D feature locations based on local feature
descriptors (e.g. using scale-invariant feature trans-
form (SIFT) or speeded up robust features (SURF)),

• a stochastic filtering (e.g. particle filter) or non-linear
optimisation (e.g. Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm)
considering the uncertainties of the sensor readings,

• considering current and past information within a cer-
tain time or space window, wherein information can
be 2D feature locations, angular displacements, 3D
sparse point cloud, and/or 3D scanner poses and
scanner pose velocities,

• keeping the non-linear optimisation bounded by mar-
ginalization of certain states in the past, in particular
of 2D feature locations,

• including accelerometers (e.g. as integrated in an
IMU), where a translational displacement is estimat-
ed from the accelerations,

• including a barometer, in particular used to measure
height and to be included in a stochastic filtering or

the non-linear optimisation, and/or used to adjust
height dependent system parameters, e.g. gravity
constant,

• including a compass, in particular used to measure
heading and to be included in a stochastic filtering
or the non-linear optimisation,

• including a GNSS sensor or pseudo GNSS sensor,
in particular used to measure position and/or velocity
and to be included in a stochastic filtering or the non-
linear optimisation, and/or used to adjust position de-
pendent system parameters, e.g. gravity constant,
and/or used to geo-reference the point clouds,

• including a tilt sensor, in particular used to calibrate
accelerometers, and/or used to measure tilt at the
first and the second scan station and to be included
in a stochastic filtering or the non-linear optimisation,

• using the estimated delta pose between first and sec-
ond scan station to visualize the 3D point cloud from
the first and the second scan station immediately
after acquisition of the second scan,

• for estimating the delta pose, starting from the sec-
ond scan station backwards for verification or recon-
struction refinement,

• deriving additional sparse 3D points from the 2D fea-
ture locations and the 3D dense point clouds, and
including them in the non-linear optimisation, in par-
ticular wherein the 3D dense point cloud is acquired
at the second scan station and/or at intermediate
scan stations between the first and the second scan
station,

• using the estimated delta pose between first and sec-
ond scan station as initial value for the scan regis-
tration,

• using flash lights synchronized with the cameras and
optionally triggered whenever images are recorded
or other means of illumination, and

• using and event-based camera or dynamic vision
sensors, where intensity information or information
change is acquired and processed asynchronously
per pixel to reduce bandwidth requirements and
power consumption while increasing the time and
space resolution of the reconstruction.

[0029] In particular, the method can be augmented in
two ways. One way is to transform the images according
to a conformal map projection. Another way is to use
intrinsic camera unit parameters, extrinsic camera unit
parameters, or angular displacement measurements to
predict the position and appearance of feature patches
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for feature tracking.
[0030] If taking into account the lens and perspective
distortions of a camera unit, then a conformal projection
can be applied to the image such that the feature appear-
ance in a local neighbourhood of a feature point is invar-
iant to certain camera unit rotations, in particular the pitch
and yaw rotation. Thus, the appearance of the feature
patches is independent of the pitch and yaw rotation at
certain instance in time, which improves the feature track-
ing over time and, therefore, the SLAM or SfM process
as well. Furthermore, this angle-preserving transforma-
tion can be applied efficiently to the images by computing
it on a field-programmable-gate-array (FPGA) or other
dedicated hardware for image signal processing.
[0031] One particular conformal projection is the Mer-
cator projection. With the conformal projection, the pitch
and yaw rotations can be handled. The remaining roll
rotation of the camera unit can be resolved using angular
displacement measurement using a gyroscope.
[0032] In general, robust feature tracking is achieved
by precise prediction of the feature positions and appear-
ances between image pairs, where pairs can be tempo-
rally or spatially linked. The feature position prediction
provides an initial position to the feature tracking. The
initial feature position is then refined based on the ap-
pearance of the feature patch, a part of the image in the
neighbourhood of the feature position. The feature posi-
tion refinement can be initialized with a prediction of the
feature patch appearance.
[0033] The feature position prediction can be based,
at least, on the angular displacement readings.
[0034] The feature appearance prediction is an explicit
patch transformation applied before the refinement or an
implicit transformation part of the refinement itself. The
transformation considers one or more of the following:

1) intrinsic camera parameters, in particular camera
lens distortions

2) extrinsic camera parameters, in particular camera
perspective distortions

3) camera unit displacement, in particular camera
unit translation and rotation

[0035] The first two can be obtained by camera unit
calibration. The latter one by measuring the camera unit
translation and rotation based on inertial sensors.
[0036] The feature position refinement can be an op-
timization of the position in function of the patch appear-
ance. Therefore, the above mentioned transformations
can be part of the optimization.
[0037] Thus, initial feature positions and feature ap-
pearances are available during feature tracking, which
improves the precision and robustness of feature track-
ing. Additionally, the angular displacement measure-
ments can be directly considered in the stochastic filter-
ing or a non-linear optimisation framework of the SLAM

or SfM process. Such a combination of visual and inertial
information results in a very robust system.
[0038] The invention relates to a method for registering
two or more three-dimensional (3D) point clouds with the
steps:

With a surveying instrument, a first 3D point cloud
of a first setting at a first position is obtained. Setting
is to be understood as the scene which the surveying
instrument is capturing, in particular through laser
scanning. The surveying instrument is placed at said
first position by a user and while standing at the first
position, the surveying instrument carries out a scan
to record a point cloud of the setting.

[0039] A first image based Simultaneous Localisation
and Mapping (SLAM) process is initiated by capturing
first initial image data at the first position with a camera
unit comprised by the surveying instrument, wherein said
camera unit comprises one or more cameras, and where-
in the first initial image data and the first 3D point cloud
share a first overlap. The first image data may be one or
more images. The first image data, i.e. at least one of
the one or more images, cover the first setting at least in
part (overlap).
[0040] Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) processes (sometimes also VSLAM - for Visual
SLAM, when only based on visual information, or VIS -
for Visual-Inertial SLAM, if the visual SLAM process is
augmented by inertial information) subsume strategies,
wherein images from one or more cameras are used to
not only autonomously identify previously unknown fea-
tures within the images, but also to derive the cameras
location based on the images and to generate a 2D or
3D map of the imaged surrounding. To enable a SLAM
process, the camera is moved with respect to the imaged
environment, which is why Structure-from-Motion (SfM)
is also a term used in conjunction.
[0041] The first 3D point cloud is spatially linked with
the first initial image data based on the first overlap. This
may be performed with a computing unit comprised by
the surveying instrument, but also mobile computing (e.
g. handheld device, tablet, or notebook computer) or
cloud computing is an option if the surveying instrument
is equipped with according communicative technology.
The spatial linkage is to be understood as a referencing,
e.g. based on a feature detection and matching of fea-
tures in the first 3D point cloud and features in the initial
image data or based on the known relationship between
3D point cloud coordinate system and the camera unit
coordinate system. This relation could be given by a cam-
era to laser scanner unit calibration. This step of spatially
linking provides immediate scale to the first SLAM proc-
ess - in a regular SLAM process, as is generally known,
scale is not known a priori, but comes with processing
the image data after some movement of the camera or-
igin. Another advantage of this step of spatial linkage of
the first 3D point cloud and the first image data of the first
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SLAM process is the precision of the scale which makes
the process very robust and precise from the beginning.
A regular SLAM process cannot provide such precision
by its own.
[0042] During the first SLAM process, the surveying
instrument is moved along a first path from the first po-
sition to a second position. Whilst moving, first image
data of a first SLAM setting are continuously captured,
wherein the first image data are a first sequence of image
data comprising the first initial image data. The first image
data are to be understood as all image data generated
for and used by the first SLAM process. The first SLAM
setting is to be understood as the scene which is captured
with image data during the path from the first position to
the second position.
[0043] Particularly, whilst moving, a first sequence of
poses of the surveying instrument along the first path
may continuously be detected and recorded. For this, a
user is e.g. carrying the surveying instrument from the
first position to the second position or the surveying in-
strument is moved by a platform such as a mobile robot
or aerial vehicle, wherein the platform may be autono-
mous. Pose is to be understood as describing position
and orientation, whereas sequence of poses is to be un-
derstood of at least two poses (the first pose at the first
position and the final pose at the second position) as
outcome of the SLAM process. The sequence of poses,
the first and final pose and possible intermediate poses,
have no restriction in time or space resolution. The res-
olution can be continuous or discrete and depends en-
tirely on the applied sensors and algorithms.
[0044] When arrived at the second position the survey-
ing instrument is placed at the second position. The first
SLAM process is finalised at the second position by cap-
turing first final image data with the camera unit, wherein
the first final image data are comprised by the first image
data as well.
[0045] With the surveying instrument, a second 3D
point cloud of a second setting is obtained at the second
position. Not necessarily do the first 3D point cloud and
the second 3D point cloud share an overlap, i.e. sharing
corresponding points. However, the first final image data,
i.e. at least one of the one or more images of the first
final image data, do cover the second setting at least in
part, and thereby constituting the second overlap.
[0046] Based on the first SLAM process, the first 3D
point cloud and the second 3D point cloud are registered
relative to each other. Registering is to be understood as
finding a spatial transformation that aligns the two point
clouds in a common coordinate system.
[0047] In the first SLAM process not only the second
position (and orientation) of the surveying instrument is
determined, but also positions and orientations of the im-
ages taken along the path (trajectory) from the first po-
sition to the second position. What results is a set of ref-
erenced images being referenced in a common coordi-
nate frame. These images, together with the pose (posi-
tion and orientation) information, in particular with a

sparse point cloud (SLAM point cloud), can be stored in
a database and used at a later stage, e.g. for gap-filling
purposes based on a scanning device with an external
camera or for starting another SLAM process with a cam-
era unit of the surveying instrument somewhere in-be-
tween the first position and second position for registering
another point cloud acquired at another scanning posi-
tion.
[0048] The method according the invention may further
comprise: merging the first 3D point cloud and the second
3D point cloud to a total point cloud within a single coor-
dinate system.
[0049] The method according the invention may further
comprise: Whilst moving, a first SLAM point cloud (SLAM
3D map) is continuously built, the first SLAM point cloud
representing the first SLAM setting.
[0050] The method according the invention may also
comprise: merging the first 3D point cloud, the first SLAM
point cloud and the second 3D point cloud to a total point
cloud within a single coordinate system.
[0051] Optionally, with the corresponding features, the
second 3D point cloud is spatially linked with the first final
image data based on a second overlap, which second
overlap the first final image data and the second 3D point
cloud share. Additionally, scale is provided by the highly
precise laser scan (second 3D point cloud), this time at
the "end" of the first SLAM process, i.e. for the final image
data.
[0052] In an embodiment of the method according to
the invention, registering is performed additionally based
on a global optimisation, in particular wherein the global
optimisation may be performed one or more times until
convergence is reached according to a given criterion.
The global optimisation may comprise a bundle-adjust-
ment (BA) that jointly minimises 2D-to-2D distances be-
tween 2D reprojections of the first image data, and at
least one of: 2D-to-3D distances between 2D reprojec-
tions of the first initial image data and 3D points of the
first 3D point cloud, and 2D-to-3D distances between 2D
reprojections of the first final image data and 3D points
of the second 3D point cloud.
[0053] Registering may additionally or alternatively be
performed based on a global optimisation which partic-
ularly comprises an iterative-closest-point (ICP) optimi-
sation that minimises 3D-to-3D distances between 3D
points of the first 3D point cloud and the second 3D point
cloud.
[0054] Registering may additionally or alternatively be
performed based on a global optimisation which partic-
ularly comprises an iterative-closest-point (ICP) optimi-
sation that minimises 3D-to-3D distances between 3D
points of the first SLAM point cloud and at least one of
the first 3D point cloud and the second 3D point cloud.
[0055] 3D-to-3D distances can be computed from any
3D points correspondences, whereas the correspond-
ences can be defined by the closest distance, the normal
projection of a point to a plane, the closest distance be-
tween lines or any other meaningful geometric relation,
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but can be established by feature detection and matching
as well.
[0056] In another embodiment of the method accord-
ing to the invention, merging is performed according to
a global optimisation that jointly minimises at least one
of 2D-to-2D distances, 2D-to-3D distances and 3D-3D
distances between 3D points and/or 2D reprojections, in
particular wherein the global optimisation may be per-
formed one or more times until convergence is reached
according to a given criterion.
[0057] The first SLAM process may further comprise:
during feature tracking, transforming feature appearance
based on at least one of: intrinsic camera parameters, in
particular camera lens distortions, extrinsic camera pa-
rameters, in particular camera perspective distortions,
and a camera unit displacement measured by using ad-
ditional sensory input, in particular inertial data, in par-
ticular at least orientation data of the camera unit calcu-
lated from the inertial data.
[0058] The first SLAM process may further comprise
the step: processing the first image data of the first SLAM
process such that they are represented in a locally angle-
preserving format, in particular by using a conformal pro-
jection, in particular by using a Mercator projection.
[0059] The method may further comprise: at a third po-
sition, which may be equal to the second position or may
be a new position particularly along the path (trajectory)
from the first position to the second position, initiating a
second SLAM process by capturing second initial image
data with the camera unit, wherein the second initial im-
age data share a third overlap with the first SLAM setting,
wherein the second SLAM process comprises: spatially
linking the total point cloud with the second initial image
data based on the third overlap, moving the surveying
instrument along a second path from the third position to
a fourth position, whilst moving, continuously capturing
second image data, wherein the second image data are
a second sequence of image data comprising the second
initial image data, and building a second SLAM point
cloud representing a second SLAM setting, thereby de-
tecting and recording a second sequence of poses of the
surveying instrument along the second path, finalising
the second SLAM process at the fourth position by cap-
turing second final image data with the surveying instru-
ment. With the surveying instrument, a third 3D point
cloud of a third setting may be obtained at the fourth
position, and based on the second SLAM process, the
third 3D point cloud and the total point cloud may then
be registered relative to each other. In this way, a further
SLAM process may "hook" in to the existing total point
cloud in order to fill gaps or extend the total point cloud.
[0060] In another embodiment of the method accord-
ing to the invention, further optional steps are: at a fifth
position, capturing third image data with the camera unit
or an external camera, wherein the third image data share
a fourth overlap with the at least one of the SLAM settings,
identifying points of corresponding features in the third
image data and one or more of the image data (above

referred to as first image data and second image data)
of the SLAM processes (accordingly, above referred to
as first SLAM process and second SLAM process), and
by an image based reconstruction, extending at least one
of the SLAM point clouds (above referred to as first SLAM
point cloud and second SLAM point cloud) and the total
point cloud based on the third image data. For live-
processing, the external camera may be configured to
intercommunicate with the surveying instrument. For
post-processing, the captured data may be read out of
the external camera.
[0061] The invention further pertains to a surveying in-
strument, in particular a laser scanner, having a body
mounted on a base, wherein the body is rotatable relative
to the base about an azimuth axis and comprises an emit-
ting unit for providing a transmission beam, a receiving
unit for detecting a reception beam, a directing unit, in
particular a mirror or a prism, rotatable about an elevation
axis configured to direct the transmission beam from the
emitting unit towards a setting, direct the reception beam
from the setting to the beam receiving unit, a camera unit
having one or more cameras, in particular having a pan-
oramic camera, a processing unit configured for perform-
ing at least in part the steps of a method according to the
specification herein.
[0062] The surveying instrument may further comprise
at least one of an angular rate data measuring device
and a linear acceleration measuring device, in particular
at least one of an IMU, a gyroscope and an accelerom-
eter. The surveying instrument may also comprise a Glo-
bal Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) sensor or a
Pseudo-GNSS sensor.
[0063] The invention also relates to a Computer Pro-
gramme Product comprising programme code which is
stored on a machine-readable medium, or being embod-
ied by an electromagnetic wave comprising a programme
code segment, and having computer-executable instruc-
tions for performing the steps of a method described
herein, in particular when run on a surveying instrument
described herein.
[0064] In the following, the invention will be described
in detail by referring to exemplary embodiments that are
accompanied by figures, in which:

Fig. 1: shows linkage of a SfM- or SLAM-process to
a first scan according to an embodiment of the
invention;

Fig. 2: shows joint registration of surveying data and
image data from a SfM- or SLAM-process ac-
cording to another embodiment of the inven-
tion;

Fig. 3: shows, according to another embodiment of
the invention, the joint registration of surveying
data and image data from a SfM- or SLAM-
process from figure 2, with another scan sta-
tion;
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Fig. 4: shows, as another embodiment of the inven-
tion, gap filling of the registration process ac-
cording to the invention by means of extra im-
ages captured by external cameras;

Fig. 5: shows a surveying instrument according to the
invention embodied as a laser scanner.

TRAJECTORY AND ENVIRONMENT RECONSTRUC-
TION

[0065] Figure 1 shows one embodiment of the method
according to the invention. The trajectory of the laser
scanner while being transported from station 1 to station
2 is estimated from additional sensor configurations on
the laser scanner, such as one or more cameras, gyro-
scopes and/or accelerometers. The gyroscope meas-
ures the angular rate and the accelerometer measures
the accelerations of the laser scanner during movement.
These sensors are proprioceptive and drift prone. The
cameras are exteroceptive sensors, which can reduce
drift. The cameras are measuring the angular displace-
ment. These sensor modalities are combined in a sto-
chastic filtering or a non-linear optimisation framework
to estimate the pose of the laser scanner and the scene
structure at specific time steps during the displacement.
The sequence of poses constitutes the laser scanner tra-
jectory, and the consecutive scene structure constitutes
the reconstructed environment.
[0066] According to the invention, the estimation is in-
itialized based on a laser scan, in particular based on the
initial laser scan. The estimation includes current and
past sensor modalities, but limited to a certain time or
space window. The selection is preferably done in a prob-
abilistic manner.
[0067] High accuracy is achieved by at least: combin-
ing inertial and visual sensor modalities for pose estima-
tion, initializing the pose estimation using the 3D point
cloud at a scan station, and using a stochastic filtering
or non-linear optimisation framework, at least partially,
to do pose estimation.
[0068] Existing methods, which provide some sort of
automatic registration, often have the drawback that the
movement of the scanner is constrained, e.g. to the floor
plane. The current invention allows unconstrained move-
ment, e.g. picking up the laser scanner and carrying up-
stairs and downstairs within a building, or mounting the
laser scanner on an unmanned vehicle, e.g. a flying drone
or mobile robot, while still allowing for an accurate esti-
mate of delta pose.
[0069] High robustness is achieved by at least:

• combining inertial and visual sensor modalities for
pose estimation,

• using gyroscope measurements as predictions in the
feature tracking, and

• using stochastic filtering or a non-linear optimisation
framework to do pose estimation.

[0070] Optionally, the invention furthermore makes
use of the following aspects:

• image transformation for pitch and yaw invariant fea-
ture appearance (conformal projection, in particular
a Mercator projection) which improves feature track-
ing,

• reprojection of 3D object points for feature prediction
in tracking which improves robustness,

• feature hand-over between cameras of a multi-cam-
era system using predictions regarding the feature
position based on inertial measurements and/or re-
constructed 3D points,

• brightness adaptation of feature patches in feature
tracking which improves robustness,

• constraint feature patch optimisation in feature track-
ing by information from SfM or IMU,

• ray-based resection which improves robustness,

• recovery of reconstruction using feature matching,

• feature injection from initial point cloud during pickup
phase,

• loop closure during reconstruction,

• detection of movement to start and stop reconstruc-
tion,

• adaptive frame rate to better deal with fast scene
changes,

• using pose prediction for resection, forward intersec-
tion and refinement under adverse conditions

JOINT REGISTRATION OF LASER SCANS AND IM-
AGE DATA FROM AN INTERNAL CAMERA UNIT

[0071] According to a further aspect of the invention,
as figure 2 illustrates, at least two laser scans (point
clouds) and image data are used within the very same
optimisation procedure to solve a registration task. In oth-
er words, the final registration solution is consistent with
all laser scans and the image data. This helps to improve
registration reliability and accuracy.
[0072] In a first step, a user performs a laser scan at
a first station, and then moves the scanner to a second
station (images are recorded during this movement) and
another scan is performed at the second station. There-
after, a global optimisation procedure is performed com-
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prising a cost function using the sum of two error types.
The first error type is a distance from an image point and
a reprojection of a corresponding 3D point in the image
space. The second error type is a distance between cor-
responding points of two scans. As a result of this global
optimisation, the positions and orientations for laser
scans and all intermediate images are improved.
[0073] The images may also be panoramic image or
an image set resulting from a multi-view camera.
[0074] With reference to figure 2 and 3, the following
steps are according to the invention:

1) A user performs scanning on the station 1.

2) A user moves the scanner to the scanning station
2, and while moving, video or single images are re-
corded during this movement. The image data are
automatically processed together with point clouds
(recorded by the scanner at station 1) within a SfM
/ SLAM algorithm, either in real-time or at a later time.
As a result, an initial guess of rotation and translation
relative to station 1 is computed for station 2.

3) After the movement a scanning process from sta-
tion 2 is performed.

4) At this point the following correspondences or
matches between image data and point clouds are
available:

4a. 2D-2D match is a pair of points on two dif-
ferent images from the internal camera unit cor-
responding to the same 3D point in the object
space. For each 2D-2D match, a "visual" 3D
point is computed using forward intersection of
rays defined by 2D image points.

4b. 2D-3D match is represented by an image
point from the internal camera unit and a corre-
sponding 3D point from a laser scan on the given
scanning station. These matches are identified
automatically from images and point clouds re-
corded at the same scanning station (e.g. for
stations 1 and 2). This is possible because im-
ages and point clouds from the same station are
recorded in the same coordinate frame, there-
fore 3D laser points could be directly projected
onto the images. Matches are identified inde-
pendently for station 1 and station 2, and no im-
age tracks are required.

4c. 3D-3D match is represented by two 3D
points from different scans corresponding to the
overlapping area in object space. These match-
es are computed as neighbouring points be-
tween two scans. This procedure requires
known positions and orientations of two laser
scans. Laser scan 1 is considered as a refer-

ence, and for laser scan 2 the initial guess com-
puted in step 2) is used. In addition, pairs of other
geometrical primitives (like 3D lines, planes or
cylinders) may be extracted from laser scans
and may be used as additional correspondenc-
es.

5) In a last step, one global optimisation procedure
(e.g. bundle adjustment) is performed in an iterative
manner. The following errors are minimized together
in the same optimisation procedure:

5a. Distances between image points and pro-
jections of corresponding "visual" 3D points in
the image space (based on 2D-2D matches);

5b. Distances between image points and pro-
jections of corresponding 3D points from laser
scans and the image space (based on 2D-3D
matches). Station 1 is considered a reference
station, and therefore all 3D points from this sta-
tion might be directly used in optimisation. 3D
points from the second station are converted to
the coordinate frame of the station 1 using po-
sition and orientation of station 2 which are avail-
able by the current iteration of the optimisation.

5c. Distances between corresponding 3D points
or other 3D primitives from overlapped regions
of laser scans (based on 3D-3D matches) in 3D
space. Similar to the standard ICP algorithm,
these correspondences may again be identified
after each iteration of the optimisation proce-
dure.

[0075] This approach may be considered as a bundle-
adjustment with additional constraints from scanner data
or, likewise, as an ICP algorithm with additional con-
straints from image data. The optimisation procedure
could be done for individual pairs of stations, or could be
extended to the case of multiple scanning stations. In this
case, the optimisation procedure includes correspond-
ences from all scanning stations and images. In addition,
image sequences recorded by the internal camera unit
between different stations (e.g. 1-2 and 2-3) also could
be matched between each other and additional matches
from these images are included into the optimisation pro-
cedure. 3D points and corresponding image points from
previous stations (e.g. between stations 1-2) may addi-
tionally be used directly in a SfM or SLAM algorithm which
is computed during movement between the stations (e.
g. for stations 2-3).
[0076] After the optimisation procedure is performed,
positions and orientations for laser scans and all inter-
mediate images are optimised. Information on the trans-
lation and pose change may be stored in a database and
used later to register new scans. For example, a new
scan (e.g. station 3) may be performed the next day, and
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a registration of the third scan is then done automatically
(Fig. 2). For this purpose, the scanning procedure is per-
formed, then correspondences between images record-
ed at station 3, and images recorded at the stations 1, 2,
and between 1 and 2, are identified using feature match-
ing techniques (e.g. via matching of SIFT descriptors).
These correspondences are similar to steps 4a, 4b, 4c,
and the step 5 may be performed to compute position
and orientation of the laser scan 3. Positions and orien-
tations of the laser scans 1 and 2, as well as positions
and orientations of all images recorded during the move-
ment of the surveying instrument between these posi-
tions may be considered fixed or non-fixed inside the
optimisation.

REGISTRATION OF ADDITIONAL IMAGE DATA FROM 
AN EXTERNAL OR THE INTERNAL CAMERA RELA-
TIVE TO LASER SCANS / IMAGE DATA FROM INTER-
NAL CAMERA UNIT (GAP FILLING)

[0077] Video or image data recorded during the move-
ment of the scanner between stations may moreover be
used to register additional images from an external (high-
resolution) camera unit or the internal camera. Registra-
tion of such images from an external camera unit allows
for directly referencing an image-based 3D point cloud
to the point cloud generated by a surveying instrument.
[0078] With reference to figure 4, the following steps
illustrate the registration of images from external camera
unit relative to laser scans according to the invention:

1) Pairs of 2D-2D feature matches on images from
internal and external camera units are identified us-
ing feature matching technique (e.g. using Scale-
invariant feature transform (SIFT) detector/descrip-
tor).

2) Matches between images from internal camera
units acquired during scanning, and images record-
ed by external camera units are identified using fea-
ture matching technique (e.g. using SIFT detec-
tor/descriptor). Image points from internal camera
units acquired during scanning also have corre-
sponding 3D points measured by a surveying instru-
ment. So these matches are 2D-3D correspondenc-
es.

3) A global optimisation procedure (e.g. bundle ad-
justment) is performed in order to reconstruct poses
from external and internal cameras in the same co-
ordinate system. Matches identified during steps 1)
and 2) are included to the optimisation.

[0079] The optimisation of step 3 has several options:

3-1) Positions and orientations of laser scans and
poses of internal cameras may be fixed.

3-2) Only positions and orientations of laser scans
are fixed and poses of internal cameras are opti-
mised.

3-3) Only poses of internal cameras are fixed and
positions and orientations of laser scans are opti-
mised.

[0080] Poses of external cameras are optimised in all
cases 3-1) to 3-3). Option 3-1) may be considered a full
registration framework extended by image data from the
external camera unit.
[0081] Figure 5 shows a laser scanner 1 as an exem-
plary embodiment of a surveying instrument configured
to perform a method according to the invention. The scan-
ner comprises a body 2 and a base 3 optionally mounted
on a tripod 9. A controlled, motorised relative rotation
between body 2 and base 3 is provided around axis V.
The body 2 comprises an emitting unit 4, a receiving unit
5, and a directing unit 6, wherein emitting unit 4 and re-
ceiving unit 5 are combined as one part in this example.
The directing unit 6 is mounted in the body such that it
is rotatable around an elevation axis H by a motor (not
shown). While spinning, the directing unit 6 is deflecting
a transmission beam T coming from the emitting unit 4
towards a setting, and a reception beam R coming from
the setting back to the scanner. The camera unit 7 com-
prises one or more cameras, in particular a panoramic
camera or a set of cameras, wherein each camera directs
in different directions providing a wide angle view (up to
a 360 degree view). The processing unit 8 controls the
mentioned components of the surveying instrument and
performs the steps, at least partially, of the method ac-
cording to the invention.
[0082] Although the invention is illustrated above, part-
ly with reference to some preferred embodiments, it must
be understood that numerous modifications and combi-
nations of different features of the embodiments can be
made. All of these modifications lie within the scope of
the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method for registering two or more three-dimen-
sional (3D) point clouds with the steps:

• with a surveying instrument, obtaining a first
3D point cloud of a first setting at a first position,
• initiating a first Simultaneous Localisation and
Mapping (SLAM) process by capturing first initial
image data at the first position with a camera
unit comprised by the surveying instrument, and
wherein the first initial image data and the first
3D point cloud share a first overlap, and wherein
the first SLAM process comprises:

h spatially linking the first 3D point cloud
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with the first initial image data based on the
first overlap,
h moving the surveying instrument along a
first path from the first position to a second
position,
h whilst moving, continuously capturing
first image data of a first SLAM setting,
wherein the first image data are a first se-
quence of image data comprising the first
initial image data,

• finalising the first SLAM process at the second
position by capturing first final image data with
the camera unit, wherein the first final image da-
ta are comprised by the first image data,
• with the surveying instrument, obtaining a sec-
ond 3D point cloud of a second setting at the
second position, and
• based on the first SLAM process, registering
the first 3D point cloud and the second 3D point
cloud relative to each other.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first
SLAM process further comprises:

h whilst moving, continuously
building a first SLAM point cloud representing
the first SLAM setting.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, with the step:

• merging the first 3D point cloud and the second
3D point cloud to a total point cloud within a sin-
gle coordinate system.

4. The method according to claim 2, with the step:

• merging the first 3D point cloud, the first SLAM
point cloud and the second 3D point cloud to a
total point cloud within a single coordinate sys-
tem.

5. The method according to claim 3 or 4, wherein merg-
ing is performed according to a global optimisation
that jointly minimises at least one of 2D-to-2D dis-
tances, 2D-to-3D distances and 3D-3D distances
between 3D points and/or 2D reprojections.

6. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, with the step:

• spatially linking the second 3D point cloud with
the first final image data based on a second over-
lap, which second overlap is shared by the first
final image data and the second 3D point cloud.

7. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, wherein

registering is performed further based on a global
optimisation, in particular wherein the global optimi-
sation comprises a bundle-adjustment (BA) that
jointly minimises

• 2D-to-2D distances between 2D reprojections
of the first image data, and
• at least one of:

h 2D-to-3D distances between 2D repro-
jections of the first initial image data and 3D
points of the first 3D point cloud, and
h 2D-to-3D distances between 2D repro-
jections of the first final image data and 3D
points of the second 3D point cloud.

8. The method according to any of the preceding
claims,
wherein
registering is performed further based on a global
optimisation, in particular wherein the global optimi-
sation comprises an iterative-closest-point (ICP) op-
timisation that minimises 3D-to-3D distances be-
tween 3D points of the first 3D point cloud and the
second 3D point cloud.

9. The method according to any of the claims 2 to 7,
wherein
registering is performed further based on a global
optimisation, in particular wherein the global optimi-
sation comprises an iterative-closest-point (ICP) op-
timisation that minimises 3D-to-3D distances be-
tween 3D points of the first SLAM point cloud and at
least one of the first 3D point cloud and the second
3D point cloud.

10. The method according to any of the preceding
claims,
wherein
the first SLAM process further comprises

h during feature tracking, transforming feature
appearance based on at least one of:

• intrinsic camera parameters, in particular
camera lens distortions,
• extrinsic camera parameters, in particular
camera perspective distortions, and
• camera unit displacement measured by
using additional sensory input, in particular
inertial data, in particular at least orientation
data of the camera unit calculated from the
inertial data.

11. The method according to any of the preceding
claims,
wherein
the first SLAM process further comprises:
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h processing the first image data of the first
SLAM process such that they are represented
in a locally angle-preserving format, in particular
by using a conformal projection, in particular by
using a Mercator projection.

12. The method according to any of the preceding
claims, with the steps:

at a third position, initiating a second SLAM proc-
ess by capturing second initial image data with
the camera unit, wherein the second initial im-
age data share a third overlap with the first SLAM
setting, wherein the second SLAM process com-
prises:

• spatially linking the total point cloud with
the second initial image data based on the
third overlap,
• moving the surveying instrument along a
second path from the third position to a
fourth position,
• whilst moving, continuously
• capturing second image data of a second
SLAM setting, wherein the second image
data are a second sequence of image data
comprising the second initial image data,
and
• building a second SLAM point cloud rep-
resenting a second SLAM setting,
• finalising the second SLAM process at the
fourth position by capturing second final im-
age data with the surveying instrument,
• with the surveying instrument, obtaining a
third 3D point cloud of a third setting at the
fourth position,
• based on the second SLAM process, reg-
istering the third 3D point cloud and the total
point cloud relative to each other.

13. The method according to any of the claims 2 to 12,
with the steps:

• at a fifth position, capturing third image data
with the camera unit or an external camera,
wherein the third image data at least in part
share a fourth overlap with at least one of the
SLAM settings,
• identifying points of corresponding features in
the third image data and one or more of the im-
age data of the SLAM processes, and
• by an image based reconstruction, extending
at least one of the SLAM point clouds and the
total point cloud based on the third image data.

14. A surveying instrument, in particular a laser scanner
(1), having a body (2) mounted on a base (3), wherein
the body is rotatable relative to the base about an

azimuth axis (V) and comprises

• an emitting unit (4) for providing a transmission
beam (T),
• a receiving unit (5) for detecting a reception
beam (R),
• a directing unit (6), in particular a mirror or a
prism, rotatable about an elevation axis (H) con-
figured to

h direct the transmission beam from the
emitting unit (4) towards a setting,
h direct the reception beam from the setting
to the beam receiving unit (5),

• a camera unit (7) having one or more cameras,
in particular having a panoramic camera,
• a processing unit (8) configured for performing
the steps of a method according to claim 1, and
in particular configured for performing at least in
part the steps of a method according to any of
claims 2 to 13.

15. The surveying instrument according to claim 14, fur-
ther comprising

• at least one of an angular rate data measuring
device and a linear acceleration measuring de-
vice, in particular at least one of an IMU, a gy-
roscope and an accelerometer.
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